Morphological Study of *Glochidion obovatum* under Heavy Browsing Pressure by Sika Deer
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Abstract

To clarify the modification of physical defences of *Glochidion obovatum* Sieb. et Zucc., we compared the length of spine-like branches and frequency of lateral branches of *G. obovatum* between Kashima Island, which supports a high density of sika deer (*Cervus nippon*), and its neighbouring areas. The length of spine-like branches of *G. obovatum* in Kashima Island was not significantly longer than that of the neighbouring areas, but the frequency of lateral branches on the island was higher than that of the neighbouring areas. Since the branches of *G. obovatum* are heavily foraged by the sika deer, the shrub form of the species has evolved into the bonsai form, suggesting increased frequency of occurrence of lateral branches, which could develop as shoot-like branches. Thus, the observed features are facultative defence mechanisms of *G. obovatum* against heavy browsing in a small-sized island with very high density of sika deer.
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1. Introduction

Thorns, prickles, spines, and trichomes have often been considered as a defence mechanism against herbivory [1] [2], and plants have developed physical and chemical defences against herbivores. Some studies have reported the stimulation of spine production in *Opuntia dillenii* (Ker Gawl.) Haw. [3], the increased number of prickles in
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Rubus trivialis Michix. [4], R. vestitus Weihe et Nees [5] [6] and Aralia spinosa L. [7], the increased length and number of Zanthoxylum ailanthoides Siebold et Zucc. [8], and the increased trichome density in Urtica thumbergiana Sieb. et Zucc. [9] and Cnidoscolus texanus (Muell. Arg.) Small [10]. Among these, spines would be more effective against vertebrates than invertebrates because of their size relative to the herbivore, and hence vertebrate herbivores should exert a stronger and more consistent selection on leaf spines than invertebrate herbivores [2].

In Japan, comparative studies of physical defence between different browsing pressures by sika deer (Cervus nippon) have been conducted. Kashima Island (32°57'N, 132°27’E; 45.1 ha) is located at the southwestern part of Shikoku, Japan (Figure 1). The island supports a high density of sika deer (ca. 38.5/km²) [11], and therefore, the population of two Rubus species, R. sieboldii Blume and R. croceacanthus H. Lév., has recently increased in this island [12] [13]. These plant species may have increased physical defence by changing of prickles under the high browsing pressure by sika deer because they have many prickles on leaves and stems, and the differences between individuals in the spinescence induced by browsing sika deer indicate phenotypic variation. Hashigoe (1995) [14] described some plants without many prickles on a leaf and stem in the flora of Kashima Island. How have these been adapted for Kashima Island?

Glochidion obovatum Sieb. et Zucc. (Euphorbiaceae) is a deciduous or subdeciduous shrub with numerous branched branches. Short branches in the apical parts are often spine-like. The plant height of this species is within the range of 1 - 6 m. The species is endemic to Japan (Honshu [westward from Kinki], Shikoku, Kyushu, and Ryukyu [15] (Figure 2(a)). The habitat of this species is grasslands or open forests of hillside near seashore. This species is also described in the Flora of Kashima Island [14] and we could find them on the edge of forest in this island. G. obovatum has no prickles on its leaves and stems and instead develop spine-like branches [15] (Figure 2(b)). Thus, the spine-like branch of this species is morphologically and embryologically different from the prickles of the Rubus species, which were previously reported by Takei et al. 2013, 2014b [12] [13].

In the shrub form, G. obovatum can change to the bonsai type, which is pruned by deer browsing and has shorter and denser branches of less than 1.5 m in height, or to the compound browsing form, which represents its recovery from the bonsai type to normal type by growing long branches in its pruned surface and is less than 2 m in height, after being subjected to heavy browsing pressure by sika deer [16]-[19]. In Miyajima Island (34°28”N, 132°31”E), which is located at the Seto Inland Sea, western Japan, this species with a compound browsing form shows a higher frequency of spine-like branches in the lower part (less than 120 cm in height) than that of in the higher part (more than 120 cm) and has a negative correlation between leaf size and spine-like branch frequency caused by the foraging effect of sika deer [16]. In addition, on Nozaki Island (33°21”N, 129°12”E) located at the northwestern part of Kyushu, Japan, this species changed its growth pattern as bonsai type to avoid foraging by sika deer [18]. These reports focused on the growth pattern and interaction between leaf size and spine-like branch frequency by using browsing locations. Morphological analysis of spine-like branch length and comparative analysis of high and low browsing pressures had not been made so far. The events affecting deer browsing is unique for each island because conditions such as the number of sika deer, vegetation, size of island, ecological succession for forest and so on are different. It allows us to understand the modification of physical defence in this species by comparing between Kashima Island (high browsing) and its neighbouring (low browsing) areas. The aim of this study was to clarify the changing pattern of physical defence of G. obovatum to avoid from heavy foraging by sika deer in Kashima Island.

2. Materials and Methods
The samples of G. obovatum used in this study were collected from heavy foraging in the island (Kashima Island) and its two neighbouring and not heavily foraged areas (Komo Cape and Ino Cape) in 2012-2013 (Figure 1, Table 1). The individuals of Kashima Island were divided into two categories: more than 1.5 m high and below 1.5 m. Assuming the browse line, which is the boundary between upper normal plant growth and lower stripped and eaten-back growth that indicates the height reached in feeding by sika deer, to be approximately 1.5 m based on the previous study of Inoue and Kanemori (2006) [20], we analysed the spine-like branches and lateral branches of G. obovatum and compared these among individuals before and behind the browse line. We used the individuals that the plant height was below 1.5 m in Komo Cape and Ino Cape. To measure the length of spine-like branches of G. obovatum, five spine-like branches were collected per individual. We counted all short-lateral branches, which are changeable part as spine-like branches [15], and measured the total branch...
length containing less than 30 cm from the tip of the trunk on each individual. Then, we calculated the lateral branch numbers per secondary branch (all short-lateral branches/sum of branch lengths). All study-specific statistical analyses were performed using SPSS Statistics 19 (IBM SPSS, Chicago, Illinois).
Table 1. Sampling locations used in this study.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location name</th>
<th>Location no.</th>
<th>Number of Individuals</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Latitude and longitude</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kashima Island (&lt;1.5 m)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>Ehime Prefecture, Minamiuwa-Gun, Ainan-Cho, Kashima</td>
<td>N 32°56' E 132°27'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kashima Island (&gt;1.5 m)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>Ehime Prefecture, Minamiuwa-Gun, Ainan-Cho, Kashima</td>
<td>N 32°56' E 132°27'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Komo Cape (&lt;1.5 m)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>Ehime Prefecture, Minamiuwa-Gun, Komo</td>
<td>N 32°54' E 132°28'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ino Cape (&lt;1.5 m)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>Kochi Prefecture, Hata-Gun, Kuroshio-Cho, Ino</td>
<td>N 33°02' E 133°09'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. Results and Discussion

We analysed the length of spine-like branches and number of lateral branches of *G. obovatum* in Kashima Island and its neighbouring areas (Figure 3, Table 2). For the category of below 1.5 m in height, the length of spine-like branches of *G. obovatum* in Kashima Island was not significantly longer than those of the other areas (Figure 3, Table 2), suggesting that it does not need to increase the length of its spine-like branches to prevent grazing pressure of sika deer in Kashima Island. On the other hand, the number of lateral branches and number of lateral branches per secondary branch of *G. obovatum* were higher than those of the neighbouring areas (Figure 3, Table 2). Thus, *G. obovatum* in Kashima Island had a higher frequency of lateral branches on secondary branches.

Why did *G. obovatum* differ in the number of lateral branches between Kashima Island and its neighbouring areas? One of the answers is that the rise of the number of lateral branch leads to increases in spine-like branches. *G. obovatum*, under the higher browsing pressure of sika deer, was more changeable from the apical part of the lateral branch to the spine-like branches compared to the weaker browsing pressure [16]. The shoot apexes prevent the growth of lateral buds, which is a phenomenon called apical dominance. However, in apical dominance, after the shoot apex is browsed by vertebrate herbivores and/or damaged by abiotic factors, its lateral buds continuously develop. Therefore, by continuous browsing pressure, the branches of this species were pruned, thus, generating a large number of new lateral branches, resulting in the frequency of lateral branches that further enhances its growth. Therefore, we hypothesized that the lateral branches of *G. obovatum* are trimmed and pruned by sika deer and consequently this species in Kashima Island have become “bonsai” in form. The bonsai type could have more spine-like shoots than the normal of *G. obovatum*, and we considered that this species increased its physical defence against high browsing pressure by sika deer to adapt to Kashima Island.

Could we find such bonsai-type plants in other heavily browsed areas by sika deer? Kinkazan Island is a small island (32°57’N, 132°27’E; 959 ha), located on the Pacific side of the (northeastern) Tohoku District, Japan, has a high density of sika deer (ca. 50/km²) [21] and with plants that develop prickles, spines, or thorns: *i.e. Cirsium amplexifolium* (Nakai) Kitam. var. *muraii* (Kitam.) Kitam. (Asteraceae). Takatsuki and Ito (2009) [22] reported that the bonsai type of *Berberis thunbergii* DC. (Berberidaceae) grows abundantly in open lands, particularly in grassland communities of Kinkazan Island. *B. thunbergii* has spiny around stems [23], and the physical defence of this species could increase by being the bonsai type in Kinkazan Island. In addition, in Nozaki Island, there is the bonsai type of *Elaeagnus pungens* Thunb. (Elaeagnaceae) with spines adding *G. obovatum* and which would be caused by heavy browsing of sika deer [17] [24]. Considering these results and our results, changing tree architecture into the bonsai type with spines would be one of common strategies to increase physical defence under high browsing pressure by sika deer.

It is thus possible that *G. obovatum* in Kashima Island shows the bonsai type in order to be reached by browsing sika deer. As the browse line in feeding by sika deer is approximately 1.5 m [20], we compared the length and number of spine-like branches between individuals of *G. obovatum* before (below 1.5 m) and behind (over 1.5 m) the browse line in Kashima Island. A significant decrease in the length of spine-like branches over the browse line was observed (Figure 3, Table 2). In fact, for example, some African *Acacia* species (Fabaceae) have produced long spines on its branches after the tip is browsed, whereas unbrowsed twigs have shorter spines [25]-[27], indicating that the growth pattern of these species would change before and behind the browse line. In addition, the length of spine-like branch, the number of lateral branches of *G. obovatum* significantly decreased...
Figure 3. Morphological measurements of *Glochidion obovatum*. (A) Length of spine-like branch; (B) Frequency of lateral branch; (C) Number of lateral branch.

Table 2. Morphological measurements (mean ± standard deviation) of *Glochidion obovatum*.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Kashima Island (&lt;1.5 m)</th>
<th>Kashima Island (&gt;1.5 m)</th>
<th>Komo Cape (&lt;1.5 m)</th>
<th>Ino Cape (&lt;1.5 m)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Length of spine-like branch (mm)</td>
<td>4.69 ± 0.12&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>2.85 ± 0.12&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>4.81 ± 0.13&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>5.86 ± 0.20&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency of lateral branch (N/cm)</td>
<td>1.78 ± 0.18&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>0.61 ± 0.08&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>0.92 ± 0.03&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>0.77 ± 0.11&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of lateral branch (N)</td>
<td>74.12 ± 9.58&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>19.35 ± 2.72&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>51.76 ± 4.59&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>34.45 ± 5.25&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

beyond the browse line (Figure 3, Table 2). Thus, the upper part of individuals of *G. obovatum* in Kashima Island could be released from heavy browsing pressure and became the normal growth pattern when its height exceeds the browse line, resulting in the transformation of the shrub form of *G. obovatum* into a compound browsed form from bonsai type. Okuda (1987) [16] indicated that *G. obovatum* individuals with compound browsed form resulted from facultative defence mechanism. Therefore, changing of the growth pattern of *G. obovatum* in Kashima Island from the bonsai to the compound browsed form may be not special but a general phenomenon such as the previous reports of Miyajima Island [16] and Nozaki Island [17].
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